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VP/USPS-T1-1.

Please refer to your testimony at page 14, lines 14-18.  

a. Would you agree that every other credit card issuer in the country that uses mail to

solicit new business is similarly situated to Bank One and Capital One?  Please explain

any answer that is not an unqualified affirmative.

b. Can you envision any circumstances under which a credit card issuer that uses mail for

solicitation purposes that would not be considered to be similarly situated to Bank One

and Capital One?  If so, please state those circumstances.  

c. Please assume that (i) several firms are direct competitors in the same line of business,

not necessarily credit cards or finance, and (ii) each firm uses the mail to solicit new

business.  With respect to eligibility for a Negotiated Service Agreement (“NSA”) from

the Postal Service, would you agree these firms are similarly situated?  If you do not

agree fully, please list all reservations which you have.  If you feel that you need more

information, please so state and indicate the type of information needed.

VP/USPS-T1-2.

Please refer to your testimony at page 15, lines 1-3. 

a. Please cite all circumstances of which you are currently aware that would make it

inappropriate for the Postal Service to provide NSAs to all competitors within an

industry.

b. Please assume that for one or more firms in an industry the Postal Service and the

Commission have previously approved a NSA (perhaps functionally equivalent to the
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Capital One NSA, but not necessarily so).  Please cite any circumstances of which you

are aware that would make it appropriate for the Postal Service to withhold from a

competitor a NSA that is functionally equivalent to the one already in existence.

c. In your opinion, would the volume of mail generated by one competitor in an industry

be a factor that could cause it to be considered dissimilar from one or more of its

competitors that are party to a NSA?  Please explain any affirmative answer.

VP/USPS-T1-3.

Please refer to your testimony at page 3, where you state that “[t]he Bank One NSA ...

affirms the Postal Service’s commitment to extend the Capital One NSA’s terms and conditions

to other mailers.”

a. Has the Postal Service made a commitment to extend an NSA that is functionally

equivalent to the Capital One NSA to any company that (i) uses First-Class Mail

extensively for solicitation purposes, and (ii) has a high percentage (e.g., 9-11 percent)

of its solicitation mail returned as Undeliverable as Addressed (“UAA”)?  Please

explain any answer that is not an unqualified affirmative.

b. Has the Postal Service made a commitment to extend an NSA that is functionally

equivalent to the Capital One NSA to any company that uses First-Class Mail

extensively for solicitation purposes?  Please explain any answer that not an unqualified

affirmative.

c. Has the Postal Service made a commitment to extend an NSA that is functionally

equivalent to the Capital One NSA to any company that now uses Standard Mail
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extensively for solicitation purposes and that would consider sending some or all of it

as First-Class Mail?  Please explain any answer that not an unqualified affirmative.

VP/USPS-T1-4.

a. Please refer to  page 1 of your Appendix A, and confirm that in year 1 the unit cost for

an electronic flat return address correction is 45 cents, and for a letter it is 34 cents.  If

you do not confirm, please explain.  

b. Please explain why it costs the Postal Service 11 cents more to provide an electronic

return address correction for a flat than for a letter.

VP/USPS-T1-5.

Your testimony at page 11 notes that “[t]o be conservative, witness Rappaport has

estimated that 100 percent of incremental [First-Class] volume would be converted from

Standard Mail.”

a. During 2003, did any of Bank One’s Standard Mail solicitations contain mail pieces that

were UAA?  If you do not know for certain, would it be reasonable to assume that this

was the case?

b. During 2003, did the Postal Service provide Bank One with (i) any kind of physical

returns or (ii) return information about any of its Standard Mail pieces that were UAA? 

Please explain any answer that is not an unqualified negative, and indicate the Postal

Service’s extra costs and revenues associated with any return services that it provided
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for Bank One’s Standard Mail pieces that were UAA.  Do not include any costs

incurred to destroy or dispose of UAA Standard Mail.

c. During 2003, did Bank One request any forwarding services for its Standard Mail

solicitations that might be UAA but forwardable?

d. When Standard Mail solicitations are converted to First-Class Mail, will the Postal

Service incur extra costs for any pieces that are UAA but forwardable?  If so, please

indicate the approximate unit cost of forwarding such mail.

VP/USPS-T1-6.

Please assume that, for its solicitations sent via Standard Mail, Bank One does not use

any kind of endorsement for such mail that is UAA (i.e., no endorsement requesting

forwarding, return to sender, or address correction).  

a. Why does the Postal Service believe Bank One needs physical return or electronic

address correction service for UAA mail in its First-Class solicitations? 

b. Regardless of your answer to preceding part a, within the context of structuring a NSA

that is similar, or functionally equivalent, to the Capital One NSA, did you consider

offering Bank One the option of a new endorsement in the return address block which

would indicate that (i) if the piece is UAA and non-forwardable, and no physical return

or address correction is necessary, and (ii) the Postal Service may dispose of the piece

in a manner similar to the way it disposes of Standard Mail that is UAA?  In other

words, did the Postal Service explicitly consider offering Bank One an optional

endorsement that would enable the Postal Service to handle and dispose of First-Class
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non-forwardable mail at minimum cost?  If the Postal Service did give explicit

consideration to such an option, but rejected it, please indicate all reasons for the

rejection.  If such an option was offered to Bank One, and rejected by Bank One, please

indicate all reasons of which you are aware for its rejection.

VP/USPS-T1-7.

a. For FY 2003, what was the total number of pieces of First-Class UAA mail which the

Postal Service (1) returned to sender or, in lieu of returning to sender, and (2) supplied

with an electronic address correction?

b. For the Test Year, or any subsequent year following implementation of the proposed

NSA, does the Postal Service have any projection or estimate of the total volume of

First-Class UAA mail which it either (1) will return to sender, or, (2) in lieu of

returning to sender, will supply with an electronic address correction?  If so, please

provide.  

VP/USPS-T1-8.

a. For FY 2003, what was the Postal Service’s total cost of First-Class UAA mail which

the Postal Service either returned to sender or, in lieu of returning to sender, supplied

an electronic address correction? 

b. For the Test Year, or any subsequent year following implementation of the proposed

NSA, does the Postal Service have a projection or estimate of the total cost of First-
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Class UAA mail which it either (i) will return to sender, or, (ii) in lieu of returning to

sender, will supply with an electronic address correction?  If so, please provide.

c. If, in response to preceding parts a and b, you show that the total cost of non-

forwardable First-Class UAA mail is projected to be lower than in FY 2003, please

indicate all major reasons for the projected decline in the total cost of handling such

mail.

VP/USPS-T1-9.

When you testified as a Postal Service rebuttal witness in Docket No. MC2002-2, you

testified that the Postal Service did not have the operational capability to implement the terms

of an NSA with Capital One on a systemwide basis as a niche classification at that time.  (See

Rebuttal Testimony of Postal Service witness Michael K. Plunkett, USPS-RT-1, Tr. 9/1866-

69; Opinion & Recommended Decision, Docket No. MC2002-2, p. 34, n. 45.)  Does the

Postal Service now have any better operational capability to implement the terms of the NSA

with Bank One as a niche classification at this time?  If not, why not?  If so, please explain

what capabilities exist, and state why this NSA was not proposed as a niche classification.  

VP/USPS-T1-10.

For your response to the questions below, please make the following assumptions. 

First, assume that the largest originator of First-Class UAA mail requiring return to sender (if

such originator is not already Cap One) signs an NSA similar to that signed by Cap One and

the pending NSA proposed for Bank One.  Second, assume that the second largest originator,
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the third largest, fourth largest, etc., all sign similar NSAs.  Based on your understanding of

the volumes of mail sent by the largest originators of First-Class UAA mail, approximately

how many such NSAs would the Postal Service need to execute in order to reduce by 20

percent the cost of handling First-Class UAA mail that otherwise would require return to

sender?

VP/USPS-T1-11.

For your response to this question, please assume that the Postal Service decided to

offer all bulk First-Class mailers the option of free electronic address correction in lieu of

physical return to sender.  Under this assumption, would the proposed NSA with Bank One

still be advantageous to the Postal Service?  If so, please do your best to describe and quantify

the advantage to the Postal Service?

VP/USPS-T1-12.

In responding to the questions below, please make the following assumptions.  For

First-Class bulk mail (i.e., all First-Class Mail that qualifies for any kind of discount below the

rate for single piece First-Class Mail), assume the Postal Service:  (i) eliminated free return to

sender for UAA mail; (ii) reduced the rates for bulk First-Class by the amount of savings from

elimination of free return service; (iii) required mailers who either want their non-forwardable

bulk First-Class UAA mail returned or, in lieu thereof, want an electronic address correction

to indicate their desired preference in the return address block; and (iv) charged bulk First-

Class mailers an appropriate cost-based fee for the service rendered.
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a. How would the change hypothesized above affect the proposed NSA with Bank One?

b. 1.  Assuming that the proposed NSA with Bank One were to be recommended by

the Commission and implemented by the Postal Service, would the existence this

NSA, along with the current Cap One NSA preclude the Postal Service from

filing a subsequent request with the Commission to implement an overall

market-based solution to the high cost of returning UAA mail?    

2.  Even if it would not preclude such a request, would it in any way make it less

likely?  Please explain why it would or would not. 

VP/USPS-T1-13.

The executed NSA provided in Attachment F of your testimony states in Section II.G.2

that Bank One may have a six-month extension to May 31, 2005 to have its solicitations

updated against NCOA/CASS.  Has the Postal Service estimated the loss that it would incur if

Bank One utilized this extention?  If so, please provide that estimate. 

VP/USPS-T1-14.

Has Bank One provided the post-merger information that it is required to file within 90

days of a merger (which counsel for Bank One has advised the Commission occurred on July

1, 2004; see Responses of Bank One Corporation to Office of Consumer Advocate

Interrogatories (OCA/BOC-T1-2-6 and T1-8-10 (July 8, 2004) page 1)? If so, please provide. 

If not, when is this information expected to be filed, and how can intervenors and the

Commission be expected to evaluate this proposal prior to receiving this information?  
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VP/USPS-T1-15.

The Bank One NSA provides that a material change in the Domestic Mail Classification

Schedule (“DMCS”) or the Domestic Mail Manual (“DMM”) “that affects the basic structure

of this agreement or changes the benefits of the arrangement” occurs, each party may terminate

the agreement, without penalty.  (Section V.F.5.)

a.  Do you believe that if the Postal Service were to propose successfully to the

Commission that the price of electronic address correction would be reduced by

any amount, or that any charge is imposed for physical return of commercial

First-Class Mail, that the Postal Service could terminate the agreement without

penalty under this clause?  Please explain your answer.  

b.  Do you believe that if the Postal Service were to propose successfully to the

Commission the creation of a First-Class bulk subclass, that the Postal Service

could terminate the agreement without penalty under this clause?  Please explain

your answer.  

VP/USPS-T1-16.

Has the Postal Service developed any mailer-specific costs for the Bank One NSA?  If

so, please provide.  If not, why have mailer-specific costs not been developed?


